Asian American and Pacific Islander Heritage
Picture Books, Fiction, and Biographies

TWEEN

American as Paneer Pie
Supriya Kelkar

Amina’s Voice
Hena Khan

Blackbird Fly
Roshani Chokshi

Aru Shah and the End of Time
Erin Entrada Kelly

The House That Lou Built
Mae Responte

A Place at the Table
Saedea Faruqi & Laura Shovan

FICTION

How to Solve a Problem
Ashima Shiraishi

Eva Evergreen, Semi-Magical Witch
Julie Abe

Cilla Lee-Jenkins: Future Author Extraordinaire
Susan Tan

Read

Share
Learn to read Graphic Novels

We Belong

FICTION

Green Lantern Legacy

 Legacy

When You Trap a Tiger

Legacy

PICTURE BOOKS

Amy Wu and the Perfect Bao

Angel in Beijing

Bee-bim Bop!

A BIG Moongcake for Little Star

Bilal Cooks Daal

A Different Pond
Relish

The Name Jar

Zen Shorts

Fauja Singh Keeps Going

Fatima's Great Outdoors

Ten Little Dumplings

I Really Want to See You, Grandma

The Fearless Flights of Hazer Ying Lee

Fish for Jimmy

A Map into the World

Tiny Feet Between the Mountains

Where's Halmoni?

My Footprints
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